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Abstract 
We study the existence and computation of extremal solutions of a system of inequations de- 
fined over lattices. Using the Knaster-Tarski fixed point theorem, we obtain sufficient conditions 
for the existence of supremal as well as infimal solution of a given system of inequations. Itera- 
tive techniques are presented for the computation of the extremal solutions whenever they exist, 
and conditions under which the termination occurs in a single iteration are provided. These results 
are then applied for obtaining extremal solutions of various inequations that arise in computation 
of maximally permissive supervisors in control of logical discrete event systems (DES) first 
studied by Ramadge and Wonham. Thus our work presents a unifying approach for computation 
of supervisors in a variety of situations. 
1. Introduction 
Given a set X and a function f:X -+ X, x E X is called a fixed point of the function 
if f(x) = X. Existence and computation of fixed points of functions defined ovel 
lattices have been studied in computer science literature for applications such as theory 
of recursive functions, program termination, algorithm design, etc., [19]. Lattices are 
partially ordered sets with the property that least upper bound and greatest lower bound 
of any pair of lattice elements is defined. A commonly encountered example of lattices 
is a power set - the set of all subsets of a given set - together with the containment 
partial order. 
One of the initial results on extremal fixed points of functions defined over lattices is 
due to Knaster-Tarski [24]. It states that every monotone function possesses an infimal 
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as well as a supremal fixed point. Another result provides methods of computing the 
infimal and supremal fixed points under stronger conditions than monotonicity. The 
paper by Lassez et al. [ 151 provides a nice historical account of these fixed point the- 
orems. Several other fixed point results have since been discovered and are reported in 
papers such as [4, 18,23,7, 1,6]. The notion of optimal fixed points and their properties 
are discussed in [17, 141. 
In this paper we study the existence and computation of extremal solutions of a sys- 
tem of inequations {fi(X)<gi(x)}i<n defined over lattices, where x E X is the variable 
of inequations and n E M is the number of inequations. Since a fixed point equation 
f(x) = x can be written as a pair of inequations, it is clear that the computation of 
extremal fixed points of a certain function is a special case of that of computation 
of extremal solutions of a system of inequations. We show that the converse is also 
true. We use the fixed point results for determining the existence and computation of 
extremal solutions of inequations. 
Our interest in studying the extremal solutions of a system of inequations stems from 
computations of supervisors in control of logical behavior of discrete event systems 
(DESs). DESs are systems that involve quantities that are discrete and which evolve 
according to the occurrence of certain discrete qualitative changes, called events, in the 
system. At the logical level of abstraction, the behavior of a DES can be described 
using the set of all possible sequences of events that it can execute. Thus the space 
of logical behaviors of DESs is a certain power set, and so it can be studied from a 
lattice theoretic perspective. 
The framework of supervisory control was introduced by Ramadge and Wonham [2 l] 
for developing the techniques for controlling the qualitative behavior of such systems. 
A supervisor in this setting is event driven, and dynamically disables some of the events 
from occurring so that certain desired or target behavior constraint is satisfied. It is 
desirable that such a supervisor be maximally permissive so that a maximal behavior 
satisfying the desired behavior constraint is achieved under control. Computation of 
such supervisors requires computation of extremal solutions of a certain system of 
inequations defined over the power set lattice of behaviors of DESs. 
We first introduce the notions of dual, co-dual, inverse, and converse of a func- 
tion and study their properties. Some of these terminology is taken from the work of 
Dijkstra-Scholten [5], who first investigated these concepts in the setting of predicates 
and predicate transformers. Kumar et al. [12] applied some of this work to supervisory 
control of DESs represented as programs consisting of a finite number of conditional 
assignment statements. In this paper, we further extend this work and apply it for 
obtaining conditions under which supremal and infimal solutions of a system of in- 
equations {fi(X) <gi(X)}’ (Gn exist. We also provide iterative techniques for computing 
the solutions whenever they exist, and present conditions under which termination oc- 
curs in a single iteration. These techniques are then used for computation of maximally 
permissive supervisors in a variety of settings. 
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces several concepts 
from lattice theory, and reviews basic results on extremal fixed points. In Section 3 we 
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define the notions of dual, co-dual, conjugate, inverse, and converse of a function, and 
study some of their properties. Section 4 studies existence and computation of extremal 
solutions of a given system of inequations. Each result presented in Sections 3 and 4 
has a “primal” and a “dual” version; we only present a proof for the primal version, 
as the dual version can be proved analogously. These results are applied in Section 5 
to supervisory control of DESs. In Section 6 we conclude the work presented here, 
and in Appendix A we give an alternative interpretation for the inverse operation. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
In this section we introduce the relevant notations and concepts of lattice theory 
and review some of the basic results on existence and computation of extremal fixed 
points. Given a set X, a partial order relation, denoted <, over X is a reflexive, anti- 
symmetric and transitive relation. For x, y E X, if x d y, then x is said to be smaller 
than y, and y is said to be greater than x. Q is said to be a total order if for each 
x, y E X, either x d y or y 6x. The containment relation defined on a power set is an 
example of a partial order which is not a total order. 
Definition 1. The pair (X, <), where X is a set and < is a partial order over X, is 
called a partially ordered set or a poset. A totally ordered subset of X is called a chain. 
Given Y CX, x E X is said to be supremal of Y if 
l (upper bound): Vy E Y: ybx, and 
l (least upper bound): Vz E X: [\dy E Y: y<z] + [x <z]. 
It is easy to check that the supremal of Y is unique whenever it exists. The notation 
sup Y is used to denote the supremal of Y. We also use UY to denote sup Y. In 
particular, given x, y E X, x u y is used to denote sup {x, y}. 
Similarly, x E X is called infimal of Y C X if 
l (lower bound): Vy E Y: xb y, and 
l (greatest lower bound): Vz E X: [\dy E Y: zb y] + [z<x]. 
It is easy to check that the infimal of Y is unique whenever it exists. The notation 
inf Y is used to denote the infimal of Y. We also use nY to denote inf Y. In particular, 
given x, y E X, x fl y is used to denote inf (x, y}. For example, consider the interval 
[0,2) := {x E 99 1 0 dx < 2). Then sup [0,2) = 2 and inf [0,2) = 0. Note that it 
follows from the above the definitions that sup 0 = inf X (whenever it exists), and 
inf 8 = supX (whenever it exists). 
Definition 2. A poset (X, < ) is said to be a lattice if sup Y, inf Y E X for any finite 
Y C X. If sup Y, inf Y E X for arbitrary Y C X, then (X, < ) is called a complete lattice. 
If inf X E X, and sup Y E X for any chain Y LX, then (X, < ) is called a complete 
partial order (cpo). 
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Example 1. Given a set X, (2x, G) - the set of all subsets of X together with the 
containment partial order - is called the power set lattice of X. A power set lattice is 
an example of a complete lattice. The set of natural numbers with the natural ordering 
is an example of a chain which is not a cpo. 
As mentioned in the introduction, at the qualitative or logical level of abstraction, 
the behavior of a DES is described using the set of all possible sequences of events 
that it can execute. Let C denote the set of events that can occur in a DES, then 
the notation C’ denotes the set of all finite length sequences of events, including the 
zero length sequence e. Logical behavior of a DES is a subset of C’, also called a 
language. Each member of C* is called a string or a trace. In Section 5 we study 
extremal solutions of inequations defined over the power set lattice (2’*, G) - the set 
of all languages together with the containment partial order. 
We next define a few useful properties of Iunctions defined over lattices. Given a 
poset (X, <), a function f: X -+ X is said to be idempotent if 
it is said to be monotone if 
%Y EX: b6Yl=+ [f(x)<f(Y)l. 
Given a complete lattice (X, <), a function f: X + X is said to be disjunctive if 
VYGX: fW,,YY) = &,rf(Y>; 
it is said to be conjunctive if 
vy cx: f (QCY Y) = +Yf (Y). 
It is readily verified that disjunctive and conjunctive functions are also monotone. Note 
that since sup 0 = inf X and inf 0 = supX, by setting Y = 0 in the last two definitions 
we obtain for a disjunctive function that f (inf X) = inf X, and for a conjunctive 
function that f (supX) = supX. 
Example 2. Consider the power set lattice of languages defined over the event set Z. 
The prefix closure operation pr : 2z’ -+ 2” is defined as: Given K C C*, pr(K) & C* 
is the set of prefixes of strings belonging to K, i.e., 
pr(K) := {s E C’ 1 3t E K s.t. s<t}, 
where the notation sd t is used to denote that the string s is a prefix of string t. 
Clearly, KC pr(K); K is said to be prefix closed if K = pr(K). The extension 
closure operation ext : 2r* ---f 2r’ is defined as: Given KC C*, ext(K) C C* is the set 
of extensions of strings in K, i.e., 
ext(K) := {s E C* 1 3 E K s.t. t<s}. 
Clearly, Kc ext(K); K is said to be extension closed if K = ext(K). 
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Some other interesting functions are the concatenation and the quotient operations 
(with a fixed language) defined as follows: Given a fixed language H C Z”, and a 
language K C C’, the concatenation of K with H, denoted KH, is the language obtained 
by concatenating strings from K and H, i.e., 
KH := {st E C* 1 s E K,t E H}; 
and the K quotient with H, denoted K/H, is the language obtained by removing suffixes 
belonging to H from strings in K, i.e., 
K/H := {s E Z” 1 3 E H s.t. st E K}. 
It is easily verified that for a language KC Z’, pr(K) = K/Z* and ext(K) = KC’. 
Thus prefix closure operation is an example of the quotient operation and extension 
closure operation is an example of concatenation operation. It can be checked that both 
concatenation and quotient operations are disjunctive and thus monotone, however, 
none of them are conjunctive. The prefix and extension closure operations are both 
idempotent. 
The following fixed point theorem is due to Knaster and Tarski. 
Theorem 1 (Davey and Priestley [4, Theorem 4.111). Let (X, <) be a complete lat- 
tice and f: X + X be a monotone function. Let Y := {x E X 1 f(x) = x} be the set 
of fixed points off. Then 
1. inf Y E Y, and inf Y = inf {x E X 1 f(x) <x}. 
2. sup Y E Y, and sup Y = sup {x E X 1 x < f (x)}. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that a monotone function defined over a complete lattice 
always has an infimal and a supremal fixed point. We conclude this section by defining 
the notion of disjunctive and conjunctive closure. Given a complete lattice (X, <), and 
a function f : X + X, the disjunctive closure of f, denoted f *, is the map f * : X -+ X 
defined as 
Vx E x: f*(x) := &ofi(x); 
and the conjunctive closure of f, denoted f +, is the map f + :X -+ X defined as 
Vx E x: f*(x) := rlj>ofyX), 
where f” is defined to be the identity fiurction, and for each i>O, f i+’ := ff’. It is 
easy to see that the disjunctive as well conjunctive closures of f are idempotent. 
3. Dual, co-dual, inverse, and converse operations 
In this section we develop the notion of dual, co-dual, inverse, and converse opera- 
tions and study some of their properties. These concepts are used in the next section 
for obtaining extremal solutions of a system of inequations. We begin by providing 
conditions for existence of extremal solutions of simple inequations. 
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Lemma 1 (Dijkstra and Scholten [5]). Consider a complete lattice (X, <) and func- 
tions f,g:X+X. 
1. If f is disjunctive, then the supremal solution of the inequation f(x) < y, in the 
variable x, exists for each y E X. 
2. Zf g is conjunctive, then the infimal solution of the inequation y <g(x), in the 
variable x, exists for each y E X. 
Proof. Since (X, < ) is complete, inf X E X, and by definition inf X < y. Using the 
disjunctivity of f we obtain f (inf X) = inf X < y. Thus the set of solutions of the 
inequation f(x) < y is nonempty. Let Z be an indexing set such that for each i E I, 
xi E X is a solution of the inequation f(x) < y. Then it suffices to show that LIiE/Xi is 
also a solution of the inequation. Since (X, < ) is complete, it follows that LIiElxi E X. 
Also, f (LIictxi) = LIi,t f (xi) < y, where the equality follows from the fact that f is 
disjunctive and the inequality follows from the fact that f (Xi) < y for each i E I. 0 
Lemma 1 can be used to define the notion of dual of a disjunctive function and 
co-dual of a conjunctive function. 
Definition 3. Consider a complete lattice (X, < ) and functions f, g : X -+ X. If f is 
disjunctive, then its dual, denoted f I(.), is defined to be the supremal solution of the 
inequation f(x)<(.). If g is conjunctive, then its co-dual, denoted gT(.), is defined 
to be the infimal solution of the inequation (.) <g(x). (x E X is the variable of the 
inequation.) 
Example 3. Consider the power set lattice of languages defined over the event set C 
and the prefix and extension closure operations. Since these operations are disjunctive, 
their dual exist. It follows from the definition of duality that for K C C’, pr’(K) is 
the supremal language whose prefix closure is contained in K. Thus pr*(K) is the 
supremal prefix closed sublanguage of K, which we denote as supP(K). Similarly, 
extl(K) is the supremal extension closed sublanguage of K, which we denote as 
sup E(K). 
The following proposition provides an alternative definition of duality as well as of 
co-duality. 
Proposition 1. Consider a complete lattice (X, <), a disjunctive function f: X + X, 
and a conjunctive function g: X + X. Then the following are equivalent. 
1. fl =g. 
2. v4.Y EX: [f(x)<yl@ [x<gcY)l. 
3. gT = f. 
Proof. We only prove the equivalence of the first and the second assertion; the equiv- 
alence of the second and the third assertion can be proved analogously. Since f is 
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disjunctive, f L is defined. Suppose the first assertion is true. In order to see the forward 
implication of the second assertion, suppose f(x)< y, which implies x is a solution 
of the inequation. Since j-l(y) = g(Y) is the supremal solution of the inequation, 
it follows that x <g(y). Next in order to see the backward implication, suppose x d 
g(y). So from monotonicity of f we obtain that f(x) d f(g(y)). Since g(y) = f’(y) 
is a solution of the inequation, we have f(g(y))< y. So f(x)<f(g(y)) d y, as 
desired. 
Next suppose the second assertion holds. By setting x = g(y) in the second assertion, 
we obtain that for all y E X, f(g(y))< y. This shows that g(y) is solution of the 
inequation. Finally, using the forward implication of the second assertion we conclude 
that if x is a solution of the inequation, then xdg(y). This shows that g(y) is the 
supremal solution of the inequation. So g(y) = fl(y) for all y E X. 0 
Note that the equivalence of the first two assertions in Proposition 1 does not require 
g to be conjunctive. Hence if we replace g by f l, then the first assertion is identically 
true; consequently, the second assertion is also identically true. Similarly it can be 
argued that the second assertion is identically true with f replaced by gT. This is 
stated in the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Consider a complete lattice (X, < ), and functions f, g: X ---f X 
1. rf f is disjunctive, then Vx, y E X: [f(x) d y] H [x d fl(y)]. 
2. Zf g is conjunctive, then Vx,y E X: [gT(x)<y] H [x<g(y)]. 
Corollary 1 can be used to obtain several interesting properties of the dual and co- 
dual operations. We first show that dual of a disjunctive function is conjunctive, and 
co-dual of a conjunctive function is disjunctive. 
Lemma 2. Consider a complete lattice (X, <) and functions f ,g: X + X. 
1. If f is disjunctive, then f L is conjunctive. 
2. If g is conjunctive, then gT is disjunctive. 
Proof. Pick Y LX. We need to show that fl(n+ry) = FlyEyf l(y). The forward 
inequality can be shown as follows: 
Lf %ErY)Gf %+rY)l * [f(f VbEYY))G n.er VI 
* WY E y: f(fL(bry))<y] 
w WY E y: fi(n,,Yy)<fL(Y)] 
* [f ?nyEyy) d nVEy f ?y)], 
where the first and the third equivalence follow from Corollary 1. 
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Next the reverse inequality can be obtained as follows: 
PY E y: n,,rfLtY)~fL(Y)l * PY E y: fukYf~(Y)KYl 
@ [ftny,YfLtYK &Y Yl 
ti [n,,YfltY)~fl(n,,yY)l, 
where the first and the final equivalence follow from Corollary 1. 0 
It follows from Lemma 2 that it is possible to define co-dual of the dual of a 
disjunctive function and dual of the co-dual of a conjunctive function. The following 
proposition describes some other properties of dual and co-dual operations. 
Proposition 2. Consider a complete lattice (X, < ), disjunctive functions f, f 1, 
f 2 : X -+ X, and conjunctive functions g, 91, g2 : X + X. 
1. (I and T inverses)(a) (fl)T = f (b) (sT)l = 9, 
2. (composition) (a) (f If2)l = f,“Cfi’) tb) (g1g2)T = g,‘(g:), 
3. (idempotence) (a) [f f = f I* [f If L = f ll @I [w = sl * bTgT = sTl. 
Proof. 1. Since f is disjunctive, it follows from Lemma 2 that f L is conjunctive, so 
(f L)T is defined. By replacing g with f * in Proposition 1 we obtain from its third 
assertion that (f’ )T = f, as desired. 
2. Since disjunctivity is preserved under composition of functions, f 1 f2 is disjunc- 
tive, so that its dual is defined. Fix x, y E X. Then the repeated application of Corollary 
1 yields the following series of equivalences: 
[flfZ(X)GYl @ [f2(X)GfiL(Y)l 
@ [x<fkf iL(Y)l. 
Since f kf f is conjunctive (follows from Lemma 2, and the fact that conjunctivity is 
preserved under composition of functions), if we replace f by f 1 f 2 and g by f tf f 
in Proposition 1, we obtain (f 1 f 2)l = fk f f, as desired. 
3. The forward implication can be shown as follows: f L = (f f )I = f’ f I, where 
the first equality follows from hypothesis, and the second from part 2. The backward 
implication can be obtained as follows: f = (f L)T = (f L f ‘-)T = f f, where the 
first equality follows from part 1, the second from hypothesis, and the final from parts 
2andl. q 
Example 4. Consider the power set lattice of languages defined over the event set Z. 
We showed in Example 3 that prl = supP and extl = supE. Then it follows from 
Lemma 2 that supP as well as supE are conjunctive. Moreover, Proposition 2 implies 
that (su~P)~ = (prL)T = pr and (s~pE)~ = (extT)l = ext. Finally, since pr and 
ext are idempotent, it follows from Proposition 2 that prl = sup P and extT = sup E 
are idempotent. 
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3.1. Conjugate operation 
The notions of duality and co-duality can be defined for functions defined over 
complete lattices. However, if the lattice is also a Boolean lattice, so that each lattice 
element can be uniquely complemented, then the notion of conjugate of a function 
can also be defined. This is then used to define inverse of a disjunctive function and 
converse of a conjunctive function. 
Definition 4. A lattice (X, <) is said to be a Boolean lattice, if 
l (bounded): inf X, supX E X, and 
l (distributive): Kx,, y,z E X: x n (y u z) = (x n y) u (x n z), and 
0 (complement): Vx E X: 3 unique xc E X s.t. x nxc = infX; x U xc = supX. 
For a pair x, y of elements of a Boolean lattice (X, <), the notation x - y is used 
to denote x n yc. A power set lattice is an example of a Boolean lattice that is also 
complete. The following holds for a Boolean lattice: 
Lemma 3 (Davey and Priestley [4, Lemma 7.31). Let (X, <) be a Boolean lattice. 
Then 
1. (inf X>c = supX and (supX)c = it&X. 
2. vx EX: (xC)c =n. 
3. (de Morgan’s Law): Vx, y E X: (x n y)” = xc u yc; (x u y)” = xc n yc. 
4. Vx,yEX: [x<y]H[xny”=infX]. 
Definition 5. Given a complete Boolean lattice (CBL) (X, < ) and a function f : X + 
X, the conjugate of f, denoted 7, is defined as 
vx E x: f(x) := (f(XC))C. 
If f is disjunctive, then its inverse, denoted f -‘, is defined to be the function f -‘-; 
and if f is conjunctive, then its converse, denoted f ‘, is defined to be the function 
(7)‘. 
Note that if f is disjunctive (resp. conjunctive), then it follows from de Morgan’s law 
that 7 is conjunctive (resp. disjunctive). Hence inverse (resp. converse) of a disjunctive 
(resp. conjunctive) function is well defined. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2 that 
the inverse of a disjunctive function is disjunctive, and converse of a conjunctive 
function is conjunctive. Appendix A provides a justification for the choice of the name 
inverse for the operation conjugate of dual. 
Example 5. Consider the power set lattice of languages defined over the event set 
C and the prefix and extension closure operations. It follows from the definition of 
conjugate that for a language K 2 C*, p(K) = C* - pr(C* - K) = supE(K), the 
supremal extension closed sublanguage of K. Similarly, a(K) = C* - ext(C* -K) = 
supP(K), the supremal prefix closed sublanguage of K. These relations between prefix 
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and extension closure operations are not coincidental, rather they can be derived as we 
show below. 
The following lemma lists a few properties of the conjugate operation. 
Lemma 4. Consider a CBL (X, < ) and functions f, g: X + X. 
1. (self-inverse) 7 = f, - 
2. (composition) f g = 73, -- 
3. (idempotence) [ff = f] w [f f = f]. 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. In order to see the second assertion, pick x E X. - 
Then we have fg(x) = (fg(xC))C = (f(g(x))C)C = 73(x). The forward implication -- - 
of the third assertion is obtained as follows: f f = ff = 7, where the first equality 
follows from part 2, and the second from hypothesis. The backward implication of the 
-- 
third assertion is obtained as follows: f = 7 = f f = ff, where the first equality 
follows from part 1, the second from hypothesis, and the third from parts 2 and 1. 0 
Next we provide a few properties of the inverse and the converse operations. The 
following proposition provides an alternative definition of inverse as well as converse. 
Proposition 3. Consider a CBL (X, < ), and functions f, g, h: X + X. 
1. Zf f is disjunctive, then f -’ = h if and only if 
Vx, y E X: [f(x) FI y = inf X] w [x n h(y) = inf X]. (1) 
2. Zf g is conjunctive, then g’ = h if and only if 
Vx, y E X: [g(x) LI y = supX] * [x LI h(y) = supX]. 
Proof. Since f-l := (f * ), it follows from the first part of Lemma 4 that f -’ = h if 
and only if f 1 = h. Thus it suffices to show that f 1 = h is equivalent to (1). From 
Proposition 1, f 1 = A is equivalent to 
vx,y EX: [f(X><Yl@ [XG(Y)l. (2) 
Hence it suffice to show the equivalence of (2) and (1). Replacing y by yc in (2) we 
obtain 
ky EX: [f(x)<yCl w [x<(h(y))Cl. 
Thus the desired equivalence follows from Lemma 3 (4). 0 
The following proposition provides additional properties of inverse and converse 
operations. 
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f* inverse *f-’ 
DISJI)NCTIVE 
--___-____--___ 
dual 
converse 
co-dual 
Fig. 1. Commutative diagram for dual, co-dual, conjugate, inverse, and converse. 
Proposition 4. Consider a CBL (X, < ), disjunctive functions f, f 1, f 2 : X + X, and 
conjunctive functions g,gl,g2: X ---t X. 
1. (commutation) (a) f 1 = f’ (b) gT = ?, 
2. (self-inverse) (a) (f-I)-’ = f (b) (9”)” = g, 
3. (composition) (a) (f’f2)-’ = f;‘f;’ (b) (g’gz)’ = g;g:, 
4. (idempotence) (a) [ff = f] H [f --‘f-’ = f-‘1 (b) [gg = g] @ [g”g” = gel. 
Proof. (1) Since f 1 = f -‘, it follows from the first part of Proposition 3 that it 
suffices to show that (1) holds with h replaced by yT. This can be shown as follows: 
[f(x) n Y = inf Xl * [f(x)dy’l 
* [y6(f(x))Cl 
* [Y Kw)l 
* VT(Y) @I 
H [yT(y) fl x = inf X], 
where the fourth equivalence follows from the second part of Corollary 1, and the 
other equivalences follow from Lemma 3. 
(2) From part 1, f P-1 = fT. Hence from Proposition 1, (f -‘)1 = 7. By applying 
conjugate operation on both sides of this identity, we obtain (f -’ )-’ = f. 
(3) We have (f’fz)-’ = ((f’f2)l) = f$ff = f,” ff = f;‘.f;‘, as desired. 
(4) The forward implication can be obtained as follows: f -’ = (ff )-’ = f-If‘-‘, 
where the first equality comes from hypothesis, and the second from part 3. The back- 
ward implication can be obtained as follows: f = (f-l)- = (f-‘f -I)-’ = ff, 
where the first equality comes from part 2, the second from hypothesis, and the final 
from parts 3 and 2. 0 
Remark 1. The commutative diagram of Fig. 1 summarizes the relationship among 
the various operations that we have obtained above. Note that given any disjunctive 
function f, by applying (.)I, (.)T and n any number of times, we get four unique 
functions: (f ,f-‘,f*,T), the first two of which are disjunctive and the last two are 
conjunctive. 
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pr< inverse w ext 
converse 
-dual 
Fig. 2. Commutative diagram for pr, ext, supP, and sq~E operations. 
The commutative diagram of Fig. 1 yields the commutative diagram shown in Fig. 2 
for operations of pr, ext, sup P, and supE. 
4. Extremal solutions of inequations 
Given a complete lattice (X, < ) and a finite family of functions { fi, gi : x -+ x}~<~, 
where n E Jlr, we next consider computation of extremal solutions of the system of 
inequations: 
pi<n: fi(x)<gi(x)], 
where x E X is the variable of the system of inequations. Note that this also allows us 
to obtain extremal solutions of a system of equations, as each equation can equivalently 
be written as a pair of inequations. We show that the computation of extremal solutions 
of the above system of inequations can be reduced to extremal fixed point computations 
of certain induced functions. We need the result of the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Consider the system of inequations {fi(x)<gi(x)}i<, over a complete 
lattice (X, < ). Define functions hl, h2 : X + X as: 
VY E X: hi(Y) := ni<nf~(gi(Y)); VY E X: h2 I= Ui<ngT(f i(Y)). (3) 
1. Zf f i is disjunctive and gi is monotone for each i <n, then hl is monotone, and 
Vy,z EX: [y<hl(.z)l ti lV’i<n: fi(y)<gi(z)l. 
2. Zf f i is monotone and gi is conjunctive for each i <n, then h2 is monotone, and 
vy,z E X: [hz(y)<z] ti Vi<n: fi(y)<gi(z)]. 
Proof. Since each fi is disjunctive, it follows that hl is well defined. In order to show 
the monotonicity of hl, it suffices to show that for each i<n, ffgi is monotone. This 
follows from the facts that gi is given to be monotone, ff is conjunctive (refer to 
Lemma 2), so that it is also monotone, and monotonicity is preserved under composition 
of functions. 
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In order to see the second claim, fix y,z E X. Then we have the following series of 
equivalences: 
[V6hl(z)l * [.YG Q<n ff(gi(z))l 
H Wi<n: _Ybff(gi(z))] 
* [\diO: fi(Y><Si(Z)l, 
where the final equivalence follows from the first part of Corollary 1. Cl 
Theorem 2. Consider the system of inequations {fi(X)<gi(X)}i<n over a complete 
lattice (X, G). Let 
Y := {y E X 1 Vi<n: fi(_Y)<gi<.Y>} 
be the set of all solutions of the system of inequations; and 
(4) 
Yl := {Y EX I h(y)=y), Y2:={y~XIhz(y)=y) (5) 
be the sets of all fixed points of hl and h2, respectively, where hl and h2 are defined 
by (3). 
1. Zf f i is disjunctive and gi is monotone, then sup Y E Y, sup Y, E Y, and sup Y = 
sup Y,. 
2. Zf fi is monotone and gi is conjunctive, then inf Y E Y, inf Y2 E Y2 and inf Y = 
inf Y2. 
Proof. It follows from the first part of Lemma 5 that hl is monotone. Hence it follows 
from the second part of Theorem 1 that sup Y, E Y,, and 
sup Y, = sup r;, where Y{ := {y E X 1 y<hl(y)}. (6) 
It remains to show that sup Y E Y and sup Y = sup Y,. In view of (6) it suffices to 
show that Y = Y,‘, i.e, y E X is a solution of the system of inequations if and only if 
y d h](y). This follows from the first part of Lemma 5 by setting z = y. 0 
Theorem 2 provides a condition for the existence of extremal solutions of a system 
of inequations. The following theorem provides techniques for the computation of such 
extremal solutions. 
Theorem 3. Consider the system of inequations {fi(X)<gi(X)}i<n over a complete 
lattice (X, G); and the set Y of all solutions of the system of inequations as defined 
by (4). 
1. Let f i be disjunctive and gi be monotone. Consider the following iterative com- 
putation: 
yo := supx, 
VkZO: yk+l := hl(yk), 
where hl is defined by (3). Suppose m E JV is such that y,+l = y,; then y, = sup Y. 
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2. Let fi be monotone and gi be conjunctive. Consider the following iterative 
computation: 
yo := inf X, 
Vk>O: ykfl := h&k), 
where h2 is defined by (3). Suppose m E JV is such that y,,,+l = y,,,; then ym = inf Y. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 that the supremal solution of the system of inequa- 
tions, sup Y, exists. We first show that ym E Y, i.e., it is a solution of the system of 
inequations. Since ym+r = ym, we have hl(y,) = ym, which implies that y,dhl(y,,,). 
Thus by setting y = z = y,,, in the equivalence of the first part of Lemma 5, we obtain 
that y,,, E Y. 
Next we show that if z E Y is another solution of the system of inequations, then 
z < y,,,. We use induction to show that for each k > 0, z < yk. If k = 0, then yk = 
supX, so that z < yk = supX. Thus the base step trivially holds. Suppose for induction 
hypothesis that z < yk for some k > 0. From the first part of Lemma 5 we have that hl 
is monotone. This together with the induction hypothesis implies that hi(z) Q hl( yk) = 
yk+l. Thus it suffices to show that z < hi(z). Since z E Y, f i(z) <qi(z) for each i <n. 
Thus by setting y = z in the first part of Lemma 5, we obtain that z d hi(z). 0 
4.1. Specializations of extremal solutions of inequations 
In many applications we are interested in finding the supremal solution smaller than 
a given element w E X, and/or the infimal solution greater than the given element 
W, of a system of inequations: {f i(x) FI vi <gi(x)}i<n, where {ai E X}i<, is a given 
family of fixed elements. Note that if w = vi = supX, then this problem reduces to 
the problem analyzed in Theorems 2 and 3. Conversely, we show that the problem just 
described can be analyzed using techniques developed in Theorems 2 and 3 provided 
the lattice is also Boolean, so that lattice elements can be uniquely complemented. 
First note that the constraint that the supremal solution be smaller than w can be 
captured by adjoining the following additional inequation: 
f a(x) G ga(x), 
where fa is the identity function, i.e., f@(x) := x, and ga is the constant function 
g&) := w. Similarly the constraint that the infimal solution should be greater than w 
can be captured by adjoining the following additional inequation: 
where fb is the constant function fb(x) := w, and gb(x) is the identity function. Next 
note that 
[f i(X) n Vi < Si(X)l H [fi(x) < gi(X) u $1. 
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Thus if we define gj(x) := gi(x) LJ u: and f;(x) := fi(x) n u;, then we obtain 
Vi(x) n &<$7i(X)l * [fi(x)GC?:(x)l @[f((x)Ggi(x)l~ 
It can be checked that (i) g: is monotone if and only if gi is monotone; fi is 
monotone if and only if fi is monotone, (ii) the identity function is disjunctive as well 
as conjunctive, (iii) a constant function is monotone, (iv) f,T(g&x)) = gz(fb(x)) = w, 
and (v) (gi(x))c = (gi(x)U u:)" = Ui F' (gi(x))c = Vi - g,(x). We also have 
[ni<nfl(C71(x))l n f,l(g&)) = Odf~‘[~i - Si(x)llc n w 
=W n [LJi<nf~“[Ui - gj(X)]]” 
=W - Ui<nfi’[Ui - gi(y)]. 
Thus the following result can be obtained as a corollary of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Corollary 2. Given a CBL (X, <), a fixed w E X, and a family of lattice elements 
{vi E X}i$n, consider the system of inequations {f i(x) n ui <gi(X)}i<n ouer the given 
CBL. Define functions h’, hi : X j X as: 
v/y E X: h:(y) :=W - [Ui<nfi’(Ui - gi(y))]; 
hi(y) :=Wu [Ui<.gT(Ui n f;(y))]. (7) 
(1) Suppose f, is disjunctive and gi is monotone for each i <n. Then 
(a) h’, is monotone; and the supremal solution smaller than w of the given system 
of inequations exists and equals the supremal fixed point of the function h/,. 
(b) Consider the following iterative computation: 
yo := w, 
Yk>O: y&+1 := h;(yk). 
Suppose m E JV is such that y,,,+l = y,,,; then y,,, equals the supremal 
solution smaller than w of the given system of inequations. 
(2) Suppose f i is monotone and gt is conjunctiue for each i <n. Then 
(a) hi is monotone; and the infimal solution greater than w of the giuen system 
of inequations exists and equals the infimal fixed point of the function hi. 
(b) Consider the following iterative computation: 
yo := w, 
t’ka0: yk+l := h;(yk). 
Suppose m E Jf is such that y,,,+l = y,,,; then y,,, equals the infimal solution 
greater than w of the given system of inequations. 
We next apply Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 to compute the extremal solution of a 
single inequation. 
Theorem 4. Consider a CBL (X, < ), a disjunctiue and idempotent function f: X d X, 
and fixed lattice elements w, u E X. 
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1. The supremal solution smaller than w of f(x) FI v <x equals w - f -‘(v - w). 
2. The infimal solution greater than w of f(n) n v <x equals w I_ [f(w) n v]. 
Proof. Since f is disjunctive, and identity function is monotone, it follows from the 
first part of Corollary 2 that the supremal solution smaller than w of f(x) nv <x exists. 
Also, the function h’, defined by (7) simplifies to: 
VyeX: h’,(y)=w-f-‘(v-y). 
We apply the iterative computation of Corollary 2 for computing the desired supremal 
solution. Then yo = w. This implies 
YI = h:(yo) = h;(w) = w - f-‘(v - w), 
yz=h;(yd=w-f-l(v-yl). 
(8) 
(9) 
We show that yi = ~2. First note that yi = w - f -‘(v - w)<w = yo. Hence mono- 
tonicity of h’, (refer to part l(a) of Corollary 2) implies that y2 = h’,( y1 ) < hi (yo) = yl. 
Thus it suffices to show that y2 2 yi. Using (8) we obtain 
f-‘(v -y,)=f_'(v - [w -f-'(v-w)]) 
=f-'(v n [in [f-'(v - w)]c]c) 
=f-'(v n [~Cuf-l(v - w)]) 
=f-'[(v n w">~(v n f-'(v - w)] 
=f-'(~-~)uf-~(vnf-~(v-~)), 
where the last equality follows from the fact that f -' is disjunctive. Hence from (9) 
we obtain 
y2 = w - f-'(v - w)- f-'(v n f-l(v - w)) 
2 w-f-'(v-W)- f-'(f_'(V- w)) 
= w-f-'(v-W) 
= Yl, 
where the inequality follows from the fact that f e-1 is disjunctive, so that it is also 
monotone, and the second equality follows from the fact that f -' is idempotent. Thus 
it follows from part l(b) of Corollary 2 that yl = y2 = w-f P-1 (v - w) is the supremal 
solution smaller than w of f(x) n v<x. 0 
In Theorem 4, it is required that the function f be idempotent. However, if this is 
not the case, then we can replace f by its disjunctive closure f *. We need the result 
of the following lemma. 
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Lemma 6. Consider a CBL (X, <), a disjunctive function f : X -+ X, and a fixed 
v E X. Then 
vx EX: [f(x)nvrx] @ [f’(x)nv<xl. 
Proof. It suffices to show the forward inequality, as the reverse inequality is obvious. 
Again, it suffices to show that for each i E Jlr, 
[f(x) n v <xl * [f’(x) rl v <xl. 
We show this using induction on i. If i = 0, then f ‘(x)nv = mu dx. Thus the base step 
trivially holds. Suppose for induction hypothesis that f’(x) n v dx, i.e., f’(x) <x L. vc. 
Then by applying f on both sides of the last inequation and using monotonicity of f 
we obtain 
where the first equality follows from disjunctivity of f, and the second inequality 
follows from the hypothesis that for each x E X, f(x) n v dx, i.e., f(x) 6x U vc. This 
establishes the induction step and completes the proof. 0 
Since the disjunctive closure of any function is idempotent, and preserves disjunc- 
tivity, the following result can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 4 and Lemma 6. 
Corollary 3. Consider a CBL (X, <), a disjunctive function f : X + X, and fixed 
lattice elements w, v E X. 
1. The supremal solution smaller than w of f(x) n v <x equals w - (f *)-I( v - w). 
2. The infimal solution greater than w of f(x) n vdx equals w LI [f*(w) n v]. 
It is evident Ikom Theorem 4 and Corollary 3 that the extremal solution of a single 
inequation of the type f(x) n vdx can be easily obtained. We show in the following 
theorem that under certain conditions this can be used for computing the extremal 
solutions of a system of inequations in a modular fashion, i.e., it is possible to first 
compute the extremal solution of inequations of the type f(x) n v 6x as in Theorem 4 
and Corollary 3, and then compute the extremal solutions of the remaining inequations. 
Thus the iterative computation scheme can be considerably simplified. For simplicity 
of illustration we only consider a pair of inequations. 
Theorem 5. Given a CBL (X, <), a fixed w E X, and a pair of lattice elements 
{vi E X)&2, consider a pair of inequations {f;(x) n vi Qgi(x)}i<Z over the given 
CBL, where f 1 is disjunctive and idempotent and g1 is the identity function. 
1. Let f2 be disjunctive and g2 be monotone, and f f f 2’ = f,” (or equivalently, 
f F’f 2’ = f 2’). Consider the following iterative computation: 
yo := w - f ;$I, - w), 
W30: Yk+l := Yk - fT’(v2 - cIZ(Yk)). 
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Suppose m E 4” is such that Y,,,+~ = y,,,, then y,,, is the supremal solution smaller 
than w of {f i(x) n vi <gi(x)}i<2. 
2. Let f2 be monotone and g2 be conjunctive, and f 1s: = g:. Consider the 
following iterative computation: 
YO := w u [f l(W) n Ull, 
V’kaO: Yk+l := yk u C&V2 n fZ(yk)). 
Suppose m E N is such that y,,,+l = y,,,, then y,,, is the infimal solution greater 
than w of {fi(x) n vi <gi(x)}i<2. 
Proof. It follows from part l(a) of Corollary 2 that the required supremal solution 
exists. Also, it follows from the first part of Theorem 4 that the supremal solution 
smaller than w of f l(x) fl 01 <gl(x) = x is w - f -l(vl - w). Hence we obtain from 
part l(b) of Corollary 2 that ym <w equals the supremal solution of f2(x) n v2 <g2(x) 
smaller than the supremal solution of f i (x)fl ui d gl (x) = x. Hence if z <w denotes the 
supremal solution of {fi(x) n vi <gi(x)}i<2, then z< ym. Since z<w is the supremal 
solution of {f i(x) n vi < gi(x)}i<2, in order to show that ym <z, it suffices to show that 
ym < W is a solution Of {f i(X) n Vi < gi(X)}i<z. 
As noted above ym <w is a solution of f 2(x) n v2 < gz(X). We show using induction 
that for each k 30, yk is a solution of f l(x) Fl vl <gl(x) = x, i.e., 
[f lbk) n vl akl * [f l(Yk) n @l - Yk) = inf xl 
* bk n f F1(ul - Yk) = inf xl 
H [f;‘(vl - yk)<y;I, 
where the second equivalence follows from (1). Since yo < w is the supremal solution 
of f 1 (x) 7l VI <x (refer to the first part of Theorem 4), it follows that the base step 
holds. Assume for induction hypothesis that f I1(vl - yk) < yi for some k > 0. Then 
the induction step can be established as follows: 
f ;‘(vl - Yk+l) = f ;l(vl - [yk - fF1(v2 - gZ(yk))l) 
= f ;‘[(vl - yk) u (vl n f;‘(v2 - g2(yk)))l 
= f;‘(vl - yk) u f F1[vl n f;l(v2 - g2o)k))l 
G y; u f;‘(f;‘(v2 - g2(yk))) 
= y: u f;‘@2 - g2(yk)) 
= Y;+l, 
where the first equality follows from the definition of yk, the third equality follows 
from the fact that f 1’ is disjunctive, the inequality follows from induction hypothesis 
and the fact that f r’ is monotone (as it is disjunctive), the fourth equality follows 
from the fact that f f f,’ = f,‘, which is equivalent to f 1’ f 2 ’ = f ;‘, and the final 
equality follows from the definition of ykfi. 0 
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5. Applications to DES supervisory control 
In this section we demonstrate how the techniques for computation of extremal 
solution of inequations developed above can be applied for computation of maximally 
permissive supervisors in control of logical behavior of DESs. 
Given a discrete event plant G with event set C, its logical behavior is described 
using a pair of languages (L,(G), L(G)) satisfying L,(G) 5 L(G) = pr(L(G)) # 0. 
L(G) C C’ is called the generated language of G, and consists of the event sequences 
that the plant can execute. It is prefix closed since for a sequence of events to occur, 
all its prefixes must also occur. L,(G) C_ L(G) is called the marked language of G and 
consists of those strings whose execution imply completion of a certain task. A desired 
generated behavior is a certain sublanguage of L(G) and a desired marked behavior 
is a certain sublanguage of L,(G). A control mechanism is needed so that the plant 
executes only those sequences of events which are desired. 
The event set C is partitioned into C, U (C - C,), the sets of uncontrollable and 
controllable events. A supervisor is event driven, and at each event execution epoch 
it dynamically disables some of the controllable events from occurring so that the 
behavior of the controlled plant satisfies the desired behavior constraint. Due to the 
inability of a supervisor to prevent uncontrollable events from occurring, a certain 
behavior can be achieved under control only if it is controllable [21]. A language 
H CL(G) is said to be controllable if 
pr(H)L n L(G) C pW). (IO) 
If in addition it is also desired that the supervisor be nonblocking so that any string 
in the generated language of the controlled plant can be extended to a string in its 
marked language, then the desired behavior must also be relative closed (also known 
as &,-closed) [21]. A language H C L,(G) is called relative closed if 
P(H) n L,(G) C H. (11) 
Furthermore, if the supervisor’s observation is filtered through a mask function M 
defined over the event set C, then the desired behavior can be achieved under control 
only when it is also observable [ 16,3]. A language H C L(G) is said to be observable 
if 
‘ds,t E p-(H),@ E C: [M(s) = M(t),so E p-(H),@ E L(G)] =+ [ta E p(H)]. 
(12) 
It was shown in [9, Theorem 21 that this is equivalent to 
supP[k-‘M(pr(H))] n L(G) C p(H), (13) 
where the map M, first introduced in [22], is a “modified” observation mask that masks 
all but the last event, i.e., 
k(e) := e; tr, E c*,Cr E c: M(N) := M(s)a. 
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In case the supervisor is local so that it is only able to control those events that it 
observes [lo], then the desired behavior must satisfy a condition stronger than observ- 
ability, called normality. A language H c L(G) is said to be normal if 
J@.(H)) n L(G) c PM), (14) 
where J%: 2z* + 2z* is the map induced by the mask function A4 and is defined as 
VH E C’: AI(H) := {s E C* 1 3 E H s.t. M(t) = M(s)}. 
Thus &! maps a certain string to all those strings which look alike under the mask M. 
It can be verified that JZ is disjunctive and idempotent. Also, JX-’ = J&‘. 
In case the desired behavior fails to satisfy one or more of the required conditions, a 
supervisor is synthesized that achieves a supremal sublanguage or infimal superlanguage 
of the desired behavior satisfying the required conditions. We next discuss computation 
of such languages; this requires computation of extremal solutions of inequations of the 
type (lo)-(14) defined over the power set lattice (2’*, C). Since a power set lattice 
is also a CBL, the results developed in the previous section can be applied. 
5.1. Extremal relative closed languages 
Consider the definition of relative closure given by (11). It is of the form 
f(H) n L(G) G g(H), 
where f is the prefix closure operation which is disjunctive and idempotent, and g 
is the identity function which is conjunctive and idempotent. Hence it follows from 
Corollary 2 that the supremal relative closed sublanguage as well as infimal relative 
closed superlanguage of a given language K C L,(G), denoted sup R(K) and inf i?(K), 
respectively, exist, as expected [9]. Furthermore, it follows from the first part of The- 
orem 4 that 
supR(K) = K - pr-l(L&G) -K) = K - (L,(G) - K)C*. 
On the other hand, it follows from the second part of Theorem 4 that 
inf z(K) = Ku (pr(K) n L,(G)) = pr(K) n L,(G), 
where the second equality follows from the fact that K CL,(G). 
5.2. Extremal controllable languages 
Consider the definition of controllability given by (10). It is of the form 
f(H) n L(G) C g(H), 
where f is the composition of the prefix closure operation and the operation of concate- 
nation with the event set C,, and g is the prefix closure operation, which is monotone 
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but not conjunctive. Since prefix closure as well as concatenation operations are dis- 
junctive, and disjunctivity is preserved under composition of functions, it follows that 
f is disjunctive. Hence it follows from Corollary 2 that the supremal controllable 
sublanguage of a language K c L(G), denoted sup C(K), exists, as expected [20]. 
Since f(.) = pr(.)C,, it follows from Fig. 2 and Proposition 4 that f-l(.) = 
[(.)/C,]C*. Hence the following iterative scheme of Corollary 2 can be used to compute 
sup C(K): 
KO := K, 
Ki+I I= Kl - [(L(G) - Ki)/C,]C*. 
If there exists m E JV such that K,,,+, = K,,,, then K, = sup C(K). Using the arguments 
similar to those given in [20] it can be shown that such an m exists whenever K and 
L(G) are regular languages [8]. This new technique for iteratively computing sup C(K) 
is a direct consequence of the theory developed in this paper. 
If we require that the extremal language be controllable as well as prefix closed, 
then we must consider the extremal solution of the following two inequations: 
P~WL n W> c PWO PM ) C_ H, (15) 
where H CL(G) is the variable of inequation. Note that if we let f (+) = (.)C,, then 
f *(.) = (.)C:. Since f is disjunctive, it follows from Lemma 6 that for any language 
K, 
[KC, n L(G) C K] + [KC: n L(G) 2 K]. 
This equivalence was first demonstrated in [2] under the assumption that K is prefix 
closed, and without this assumption in [ll]. Thus by setting K = pr(H), we obtain 
that the two inequations of (15) are equivalent to the following: 
PQW,* n L(G) C pW); PW) C H. (16) 
Using the fact that H CL(G), we next show that the two inequations of (16) is equiv- 
alent to the following single inequation: 
pr(H)C; n L(G) &H. (17) 
It is clear that (16) implies (17). Also, since H C pr(H), the first inequation of 
(16) follows from (17). It remains to show that (17) implies pr(H) c H. Since 
pr(H) C pr(H)C: and pr(H) C_ L(G) (as H c L(G)), it follows that pr(H) C_ pr(H) 
C$ n L(G) C H, where the last containment follows from (17). 
It follows from the above discussions that (17) can be used to compute the extremal 
prefix closed and controllable language. This is of the form 
f(H) n L(G) 2 g(H)> 
where f (.) = pr(.)C:, which is disjunctive as well as idempotent, and g is the identity 
function. Consequently, it follows from Corollary 2 that the supremal prefix closed 
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and controllable sublanguage and infimal prefix closed controllable superlanguage 
of K CL(G), denoted supPC(K) and inf PC(K), respectively, exist. Furthermore, it
follows from Theorem 4 that 
supPC(K) =K - f -‘(L(G) -K) = K - [(L(G) - K)/C;]C*, 
inf PC(K) = K U (f(K) n L(G)) = K U (pr(K)Zz n L(G)) = pr(K)C,* fI L(G). 
The above formula for sup PC(K) was first reported in [2] under the assumption that K 
is prefix closed. Our derivation shows that we do not need to impose this assumption. 
The formula for inf PC(K) was first reported in [13]. 
We can also study the computation of extremal anguages that are relative closed 
(rather than prefix closed) and controllable. In this case we must consider the extremal 
solutions of the following two inequations: 
pr(H) n L,(G) G H; pWV& n L(G) G PrW, 
where H 2 L(G) is the variable of inequations. It can be argued as above that the supre- 
ma1 relative closed and controllable sublanguage of K C L,,,(G), denoted sup RC(K ), 
exists. Moreover, if we define 
f I(.) := pr(.); f 2c.j := pr(*)L, 
f ,‘(f,-‘(4) = f~‘[((wll)~*l = K(~Yw~*l~* = ((*P”P* = f,-‘(3 
Hence it follows from the first part of Theorem 5 that it is possible to modularly 
compute sup RC(K), i.e., 
sup RC(K) = sup C(sup R(K)). 
This implies that the sup C operation preserves the relative-closure property, which is 
a new result, and follows from the theory developed in this paper. Also, the following 
iterative computation of Theorem 5 can be used for computing supRC(K): 
K,, := K - (L,(G) - K)C*, 
Ki+l := Ki - [(L(G) - Ki)/C”]C*. 
If m E N is such that K,,,+I = K,,,, then K, = supRC(K). It can be shown using 
arguments imilar to those given in [20] that such an m exists whenever K and L(G) 
are regular. Again this new iterative computation technique is a direct consequence of 
the theory developed above. 
5.3. Extremal observable languages 
Consider the definition of observability given by (13). It is of the form 
f(H) n L(G) C g(H), 
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where f(.) = supP[h- *G( pr(.))] which is monotone but not disjunctive (recall that 
supP is conjunctive), and g is the prefix closure operation which is monotone but not 
conjunctive. So the hypothesis of Corollary 2 does not hold, and it cannot be concluded 
whether the supremal observable sublanguage or the infimal observable superlanguage 
of a given language K C L(G) exists. 
However, if we are interested in an extremal observable which is also prefix closed, 
then we must consider the extremal solution of following two inequations: 
sup P[k’&(pr(H))] n L(G) c pr(H); POW) c M (18) 
where H C L(G) is the variable of inequation. Using this fact it is easily seen that ( 18) 
is equivalent to the following single inequation: 
SUP P[$-' fi( pr(H))] n L(G) 2 H. (19) 
It is clear that (18) implies (19). Also, since H c pr(H), the first inequation of (18) 
follows from (19). It remains to show that pr(H) C H. Since H rL(G), we have 
that pr(H) CL(G). Moreover, since pr(H) Sk-‘$(pr(H)), we have that pr(H) = 
sup P[pr(H)] & sup P[k’fi(pr(H))]. Thus pr(H) C_ sup P[fi-‘&pr(H))] n L(G). 
Hence it follows from (19) that pr(H) s H, as desired. 
(19) is of the form 
where f is monotone and idempotent, and g is the identity function which is con- 
junctive. Consequently, it follows from Corollary 2 that the infimal prefix closed and 
observable superlanguage of a given language K S L(G), denoted inf m(K), exists. 
Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 4 that 
inf PO(K) = K U [sup P[$-‘&(pr(K))] n L(G)] 
= supP[fi-‘k(pr(K))] n L(G). 
An equivalent formula for inf?%(K) was first given in [22]. 
5.4. Extremal normal languages 
Consider the definition of normality given by (14). It is of the form 
f(H) n L(G) C g(H), 
where f(.) = &‘( pr(.)) which is disjunctive as well as idempotent (as disjunctivity 
and idempotency is preserved under composition of functions), and g = pr which is 
monotone but not conjunctive. So the supremal normal sublanguage of a language 
K c L(G), denoted supN(K) exists, as expected [16]. Since A-’ = _JY, the following 
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iterative computation for computing supN(K) results from Corollary 2: 
K,, := K, 
K;+I := Ki - [k’(L(G) - Ki)]Z*. 
If there exists m E .N such that K,,,+l = K,,,, then K,,, = supN(K). That such an m 
exists can be shown whenever K and L(G) are regular languages. 
It can be argued as in the previous subsection that the supremal prefix closed and 
normal sublanguage and infimal prefix closed and normal superlanguage of a language 
K CL(G), denoted sup PN(K) and inf m(K), respectively, exist. Moreover, 
supPN(K) = K - [A(L(G) - K)]Z*; inf m(K) = A(pr(K)) n L(G). 
The formula for sup PN(K) was reported in [2,1 l] under the assumption that K is 
prefix closed. We do not need this assumption here. Similarly, one can argue that the 
supremal relative closed and normal sublanguage of K CL,(G), denoted supRN(K), 
exists. It can be verified that the hypothesis of Theorem 5 holds so that supRN(K) = 
supN(supR(K)), i.e., a modular computation is possible, which is a new result directly 
obtainable from the analysis above. 
6. Conclusion 
We have studied the existence and computation of extremal solutions of a system 
of inequations defined over complete lattices. We have shown that under certain con- 
ditions our techniques provide closed form formulas for extremal solutions of a single 
inequation. We have demonstrated the applicability of our work to computation of 
supervisors in control of logical behaviors of DESs, represented as languages over a 
certain event set, under complete as well as partial observation. Our theory provides 
new and systematic way of computing the supervisors. The results presented here can 
also be applied for computation of modular and decentralized supervisors, and also for 
computing supervisors for controlling the nonterminating behaviors. The work presented 
here thus presents a unifying approach for existence and computation of supervisory 
control policies in a variety of settings. 
Appendix A: Remark on inverse operation 
In this appendix we present a justification for using the terminology inverse for 
the operation conjugate of dual. We present an intuitive definition of inverse of a 
function defined over a power set lattice, say (2X, C_), and show that this definition 
coincides with one given earlier. Elements of the set X are called the atoms of the 
lattice. A power set lattice possesses the additional feature that its lattice elements can 
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be described using the atoms of the lattice, i.e., 
VYCX: Y={XEX~{x}nY#0}. 
Given a function f : 2X + 2x, we have the following intuitive definition of its 
inverse: 
vy cx: j-‘(Y) := {X E x 1 f({x}) n Y # S}. 
Then we have the following proposition: 
Proposition A.l. Consider a power set lattice (2X, C) and a function f: 2x -+ 2x. If 
f is disjunctive, then 
VY,ZCX: [f(Y)flZ = 01 H [Y f-If-‘(z) = 01. (A.1) 
Proof. We begin by proving the contrapositive of (A. 1). First suppose f(Y) n Z # 0. 
Since f is disjunctive, f(Y) = U,,y f({y}). H ence f(Y) n Z # 0 implies there exists 
y E Y such that f ({y})nZ # 0. Consequently, y E f-‘(Z), i.e., Ynf -l(z) # 0. Next 
suppose Y n f -l(Z) # 8. Then there exists y E Y such that y E f-‘(Z). This implies 
that f ({y}) n Z # 0. Since f is disjunctive, it is also monotone. Hence f(Y) n z # 0. 
It follows from the first part of Proposition 3 that (A.l) uniquely defines the inverse 
of a disjunctive function. Thus the two definitions of inverse coincide. Note that the 
first definition of inverse is only defined for a disjunctive function over a CBL, whereas 
the second definition of inverse is defined for any function over a power set lattice. 
However, the equivalence of (A.l) only holds when the function is also disjunctive. 
Example A.2. Consider for example the prefix closure operation defined over the 
power set lattice of languages. Then it follows from above that 
VH & z*: p--‘(H) = {S E C* ( pr({s}) n H # 8) = ext(H), 
as expected. 
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